Bridge ICs

Pay attention to points –How do you get the most points?
Extenders for Spanning (bridging) Gaps
• Create a
strong and
long extender
by rolling
newspaper on
the diagonal.
You can start it
with pencil or
straw for tight
tubes.
• Use any material to make extenders for a bridge.
• Or Combine many different Materials to make extenders

Make a Bridge
Rolled newspapers to
span the gap without
being attached to the
support posts.

Straws and Labels make a short but sturdy bridge

The labels tie the straws together and make a strong
structure.

Experiment with other materials to build bridges. How far
apart can you move the bridge supports? What materials
make the best connectors? Practice building a tower on
uneven supports. Can you make a bridge out of just playing
cards? Can you make a tower that can be turned into a
bridge and hold weight?

What can you do if you can’t tape the ends of the
extenders down and they won’t stay up?
• Tie weights to both ends and
hang it over the edge. This puts
the extender in tension, making
it stronger. Make sure the
connection between materials is
strong.
• Put weights on top of the
extender ends to hold it down.
Typically, there aren’t enough
materials for this to work well.
• Try wrapping the end of your
extenders around the bridge
support.
• What else can you think of

Weight
placement
• Place weight
towards the end
supports where the
bridge is stronger.
15 oz. held up by 2 rolled newspapers

Bridge made from a newspaper rolled up with pencils in each
end. Shown with various weights.
.
Examples of weight hangers.

• The hangers/holders for golf balls and ping pong balls
are created with a rubber band wrapped around the and a
bent paper clip for the hook.
• Center of bridge is a golf ball contained (controlled) by
an envelope that is hung on the paper extender with a
paper clip hook.
• Paper, foil or pipe cleaners work well for holding balls and
objects as well.

